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Heterogeneous Visible Light and Radio
Communication for Improving Safety Message

Dissemination at Road Intersection
Gurinder Singh, Anand Srivastava, Vivek Ashok Bohara, Zilong Liu, Md Noor-A-Rahim and Gourab Ghatak

Abstract—Visible light communication (VLC) has recently
emerged as an affordable and scalable technology supporting
very high data rates for short range vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V)
communication. In this work, we advocate the use of vehicular-
VLC (V-VLC) for basic safety messages (BSMs) dissemination in
lieu of conventional vehicular radio frequency (V-RF) commu-
nication in road intersection applications, where the reception
performance is affected by interference from the concurrent
transmissions of other vehicles. We make use of stochastic
geometry to characterize the interference from the same lane as
well as the perpendicular lane for various network configurations,
i.e., standalone V-VLC, stand-alone V-RF and hybrid V-VLC/V-
RF network. Specifically, by modelling the interfering vehicles’
locations as a spatial Poisson point process (PPP), we are able
to capture a static two-dimensional road geometry as well as the
impact of interference due to vehicles clustering in the vicinity of
road intersection in terms of outage probability and throughput.
In addition to above, the performance of spatial ALOHA and
carrier sense multiple access with collision avoidance medium
access control (CSMA/CA MAC) protocol for standalone V-VLC,
standalone V-RF and hybrid V-VLC/V-RF network configuration
for relaying BSMs at road intersection is also compared. The
performance metrics such as delay outage rate (DOR) and
information outage rate (IOR) are utilized to investigate the
impact of latency associated with various network configurations.
Our numerical results reveal that our proposed hybrid V-
VLC/V-RF leads to significant improvement in terms of outage
performance, throughput and latency as compared to stand-alone
V-VLC or stand-alone V-RF network.

Index Terms—Stochastic geometry, Visible Light Communica-
tions (VLC) based V2X, Hybrid V-VLC/V-RF network.

I. INTRODUCTION

RECENTLY, vehicle-to-everything (V2X) networks have
gained considerable attention as an integral component

of future intelligent transportation system (ITS) for facilitating
communications between vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) and vehi-
cle to-roadside units (V2RSU) networks [1]. Dedicated short-
range communication (DSRC), which is a key component of
V2X network to enhance the road safety, forms an important
part of the IEEE 802.11p standard [2]. The vehicular-radio
frequency (V-RF) communication tends to suffer from higher
interference, longer communication delays, and lower packet
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delivery rates as the density of the vehicles increases. To
improve the reaction time in critical scenarios and to obtain
full situational awareness, one requires relatively long commu-
nication ranges, extremely low latencies (typically below 50
ms in pre-crash situations), as well as high packet delivery
ratios [3], [4]. These requirements in combination with a
possible high traffic density, constant topology changes as well
as rapidly changing signal propagation conditions makes the
design of vehicular communication network very challenging.
In current scenario, the impact of V2X communications on the
amount of utilized RF spectrum is low, however it is expected
to significantly increase in the near future. The existing RF
bands allocated for V2X communication can quickly suffer
from considerable interference when large number of vehicles
located in the same vicinity try to communicate simultane-
ously. In last few years or so, researchers have proposed
numerous solutions to address this potential bandwidth con-
gestion problem. One such possible solution is to employ
visible light communication (VLC) for vehicular scenario.

VLC is considered as a complementary potential candidate
for future optical wireless communication due to the increase
in deployment of LED and existing lighting infrastructure
[5], [6]. The inherent features of VLC such as low power
consumption, wide free spectrum, enhanced security, and anti-
electromagnetic interference makes it an ideal candidate for
future intelligent transportation system (ITS). The vehicular-
visible light communication (V-VLC) may be implemented by
using the existing LEDs in vehicle headlamps and taillight.
Despite all the aforementioned VLC advantages, VLC also
suffers from the fact that most of its applications are mainly
based on line-of-sight (LOS) components. Therefore, recent
literature has focused on the feasibility of integrating this
technology with the existing DSRC to improve the perfor-
mance of the V2X networks. In particular, V-RF and V-VLC
can be used as complementary technology for V2X networks.
For instance, V-RF based technology may be appropriate for
long range communication, whereas V-VLC based technology
may be suitable for high traffic density scenarios. The co-
deployment of V-RF and V-VLC technology may significantly
improve the overall performance of V2X network in terms of
reliability and low latency.

Road safety is a major issue, and more importantly at
accident prone scenarios (eg road intersections, crossroads
etc). V2X communication offer several applications related to
accident prevention, such as sending basic safety messages
(BSMs)/ cooperative awareness messages (CAMs) that alert
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vehicles about accidents happening in their surrounding. One
of the major drawbacks that effect V2X communication is
interference. Hence, investigating the performance of V2X
network in the presence of interference is crucial for designing
safety applications at urban as well as suburban intersections.
At road intersection, we need to relay the BSMs/CAMs, as
V2V communications may be obstructed by the buildings. A
well-known solution is relaying with the assistance of RSU.
However, the packet reception probability at RSU may be
heavily impacted due to interference caused from concurrent
transmission. Therefore, if the packet reception probability
at RSU is low, the relaying performance will also be low.
One solution is to use sector antennas at the RSU which is
however not a cost effective solution. Alternatively, one can
design VLC based vehicle-to-infrastructure (V2I) communica-
tion where the RSU integrated on road lamp or traffic light
can receive/transmit BSM through VLC. However, still there
exists challenges associated with feasibility of standalone V-
VLC and standalone V-RF network. In this paper, we compare
the performance of standalone V-VLC, standalone V-RF and
propose a hybrid V-VLC/ V-RF framework, specifically for
intersection scenarios. We provide an analytical framework
to characterize interference for various network configurations
using various analytical tools of stochastic geometry.

A. Literature Review

Conventional vehicular ad hoc networks (VANETs) utilizes
RF for V2V communications [7], [8]. Since RF links are
less likely to be blocked entirely by obstacles, vehicles can
communicate with appreciably large transmission range. How-
ever, this could also potentially lead to a wide interfering
coverage area. For example, an RF network may experience
enormous interference incurred by high-density traffic [9],
which may result in reduced network efficiency [10]. Apart
from the above, a limited RF bandwidth could also constraint
the network performance [10]. Lately, VLC has been shown
as an effective means to overcome these issues in both indoor
and outdoor scenarios [11]. The superiority of VLC over
conventional RF is due to the following reasons: 1) it makes
use of LEDs which are cheap, ubiquitous in all modern
vehicles, street lamps and digital signage, as well as it has
high power efficiency; 2) no licensing fee required; 3) end-
to-end secure data transmission rates and high spatial reuse
ratio; 4) interference-free with the existing RF networks due
to the fact that light operates in a different spectrum band
[12], [13]. Nevertheless, many recent studies have recognized
the critical drawbacks of employing the stand-alone VLC in
V2V communications. Note that VLC is fundamentally based
on the line-of-sight (LOS) communication. There is an in-
creased chances of connectivity loss for VLC based vehicular
network [14]. In order to address these issues, researchers have
proposed hybrid RF/VLC systems [15]–[18], where end users
can benefit the wide coverage area provided by RF systems and
the large data rates from VLC systems. Such hybrid networks
are practically feasible, as RF and VLC systems can coexist
without causing much interference on each other and can
operate in the same environment. Comparing hybrid RF/VLC

systems with systems that employ either stand-alone RF or
VLC only, the authors in [19]–[21] demonstrated a noticeable
increase in data transmission energy efficiency, delay and
throughput performance for an indoor environment. As far
as an outdoor environment is concerned, the authors in [22]
studied a point-to-point (P2P) transmission scenario in which
the system can switch between either RF links or VLC links
after analyzing the SNR ratio levels in each link.

Stochastic geometry is an effective means to characterize the
randomness in the location of vehicles [23]. Recent works such
as [24] and [25] characterize the interference in RF networks
where the signal-to-interference ratio (SIR) and the average
network throughput are estimated. The authors in [26] and
[27] applied stochastic geometry in vehicular ad-hoc networks
(VANET) to determine the probability of successful transmis-
sion while assuming that road vehicles are spatially distributed
according to a linear Poisson point process (PPP). More often,
the 1D PPP model is more relevant for VANETs [26]. For these
vehicular scenarios, clustering has been addressed in [28],
while effects due to the 802.11p carrier sense multiple access
(CSMA) MAC protocol have been investigated in [29], [30],
[31]. It is noted that while these works enable communication
system design for one-dimensional highway scenarios, they
do not capture well the salient effects of intersections. The
latter has been briefly studied in [32], [33], indicating that
it is important to properly model interference from different
roads and take into account the clustering of vehicles close to
the intersection.

To the best of authors’ knowledge, so far, not sufficient
literature is available which provides comprehensive frame-
work for performance study and comparison of standalone
V-VLC, standalone V-RF and hybrid V-VLC/V-RF network
configuration using analytical tools such as stochastic geome-
try. We intend to propose the benefits of employing hybrid V-
VLC/V-RF network over standalone V-VLC or V-RF network
in terms of outage performance and throughput. Also, we
intend to show the latency associated with various network
configurations for relaying BSMs at road intersection in terms
of data oriented characterization viz. delay outage rate (DOR)
and information outage rate (IOR).

B. Contribution
A primary objective of this work is to showcase the potential

benefit of employing V-VLC along with conventional V-RF
by improving the relaying performance of BSMs at road
intersections.

Complementary to the aforementioned works, the major
contributions of this work are summarized below:

● We explore co-deployment of V-VLC and V-RF commu-
nication systems for relaying BSMs at road intersection.
We consider data transmission using either V-VLC link or
V-RF link at certain time instance. Parallel combination
of V-VLC and V-RF links leads to improved outage
performance, throughput, and reliability of the overall
system. We compare the performance of proposed hy-
brid V-VLC/V-RF network with standalone V-VLC and
standalone V-RF network using various analytical tools
of stochastic geometry.
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Fig. 1. Illustration of safety message dissemination in a vehicular network
at road intersection. A desired vehicle can communicate with RSU via VLC
shown by zig-zag or RF link shown by red transmission signal.

● We show the limitation of standalone V-VLC over V-RF
when the distance between the desired vehicle and RSU is
less than the critical distance, referred to as “dead zone”
region, which exists due to restricted field-of-view (FOV)
of receiver.

● We compare the performance of spatial ALOHA and
CSMA/CA MAC protocol based standalone V-VLC, stan-
dalone V-RF and hybrid V-VLC/V-RF network configu-
ration for relaying BSMs at road intersection.

● We propose to use DOR and IOR as performance metrics
to investigate the impact of latency on various network
configurations. In practice, a large latency is intolerable
for many safety/warning related messages. These data
oriented characterization can be applied to develop an
upper bound on queuing performance over point-to-point
vehicular communication links.

Numerical results illustrate that the implementation of MAC
protocol based hybrid V-VLC/V-RF network leads to consider-
able improvement in outage performance, throughput and low
latency as compared to stand-alone V-VLC or stand-alone V-
RF network.

C. Paper Organization and Notations

1) Paper Organization: The organization of the paper
is as follows: Section II describes the system model and
assumption used for analysis. Section III presents detailed
analytical framework to characterize the performance of
standalone V-VLC, standalone V-RF and hybrid V-VLC/V-
RF network configuration in terms of outage probability,
throughput, DOR and IOR using various analytical tools of
stochastic geometry. In Section IV, the simulation results
and discussion are presented with useful insights. Finally,
concluding remarks are given in Section V.

2) Notations: P[⋅] denotes the probability of an event, EY [⋅]
is the expectation of its argument over random variable (RV) Y

Fig. 2. Abstraction used for modelling. The desired vehicle is marked in
green circle, while RSU is marked in triangle, is assumed to be located at the
center of road intersection. All links can either be V-VLC or V-RF link.

and L denotes Laplace transform of a function. FX (⋅) denotes
cumulative distribution function of an RV X.

II. PRELIMINARIES AND ASSUMPTION

A. Network Model

We consider an intersection scenario with two perpendicular
roads, as shown in Fig. 1. For ease of analysis, it is assumed
that each road carry a stream of interfering vehicles modeled
as one-dimensional homogeneous PPPs. The intensities of
interfering vehicles on H-road (located behind desired vehicle)
and V -road are denoted by λH and λV respectively, and the
PPPs describing the locations of the vehicles on the two roads
are represented by φHvPPP (λH ) and φVvPPP (λV ) respec-
tively. Each vehicle periodically generates a packet containing
some information collected on board, such as the vehicle
position, speed, acceleration and flow of direction. The desired
vehicle close to intersection is assumed to carry critical road
information which needs to be immediately communicated to
RSU. Both VLC and IEEE 802.11p transceivers are assumed
integrated on board and can be used separately (also called
standalone V-VLC or V-RF network) or jointly (also called
Hybrid V-VLC/V-RF network). The RSU is assumed to be
positioned at the cross roads; RSUs for 802.11p are already
installed, while RSUs for VLC can be considered integrated
in the road lamps or traffic lights. When V-VLC is addressed,
the communication between vehicle and RSU happen through
head or rear LED headlamp, while the reception at RSU is
carried out through photodetectors.

Fig. 2 portrays a generalized and simplified abstraction
model of the proposed scenario. All links can either be VLC
link (standalone V-VLC network) or RF link (standalone V-
RF network). Both VLC as well as RF link are assumed to
be available for hybrid V-VLC/V-RF network configuration.
Vehicles on horizontal road H and vertical road V, represented
by black circle, transmit concurrently and cause interference.
Interestingly, unlike V-RF communication, based on practical
receiver implementation, V-VLC suffers interference from
vehicles on the same lane. As shown in Fig. 3, there also exists
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Fig. 3. Illustration of critical distance, dc. Here, dc = h/ tan(ψFOV ).

Fig. 4. Transition diagram of hybrid V-VLC/V-RF network configuration.
Here, β and ζ denote the SINR threshold for standalone V-VLC and V-RF
networks, respectively.

a critical distance, dc, below which V-VLC may become un-
operational (referred to as “dead zone” region for V-VLC). In
such case, V-RF communication is the only feasible means of
communication between the desired vehicle and RSU.

Fig. 4 shows transition diagram of hard switching based
hybrid V-VLC/V-RF network configuration. An outage occurs
when both V-VLC and V-RF links fall into outage. Re-
initialization is decided depending upon the distance between
the desired vehicle and RSU. In general, unlike V-RF, V-VLC
network is a reliable option for low communication range.

B. Channel Model for V-VLC and V-RF

For a V-VLC system, the channel DC gain between k-th user
and RSU can be modeled using Lambertian emission model
as follows [34]

hk =
(m + 1)AR

2πd2
k

cosm(φk) cos(Ψk)Ts(Ψk)G(Ψk), (1)

where, AR, dk, φk, and Ψk denote the area of PD, the
Euclidean distance between the kth vehicle and RSU, the
angle of irradiance and the angle of arrival (AoA) respectively.
Ts(Ψk) denotes the gain of the optical filter at the receiver;
In above, m is the order of the Lambertian model which is

given by m = − ln(2)

ln(cos(φ 1
2
))

. G(Ψk) denotes the gain of optical

concentrator at the receiver front-end which is given as

G(Ψk) =
⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩

n2

sin2 ΨFOV
; if 0 ≤ φk ≤ ΨFOV,

0; if φk > ΨFOV,
(2)

where n denotes the refractive index of the optical concentra-
tor. Based on simple geometrical illustration shown in Fig. 2,
one can observe that cos(φk) = cos(ψk) = xk

√

(h2+x2
k
)

where,

h denotes the height of RSU. (1) can be rewritten as:

hk =
(m + 1)AR

2π

x
(m+1)
k

(h2 + x2
k)

(m+3)
2

Ts(Ψk)G(Ψk), (3)

The channel power can be obtained as: ZV −V LCk = (hk)2.
In case of V-RF communication, we assume that the received
signal amplitude in RF based V2V channel follows Rayleigh
probability distribution function (PDF). Since Rayleigh fading
is considered, fading gain (hx) is an exponential random
variable of unit mean.

C. MAC Protocols

In this section, we provide a brief introduction on MAC
protocols such as slotted ALOHA, and CSMA/CA which have
been well studied in literature [35]–[38]. The MAC protocol
governs when a particular user can access the channel, and
helps to reduce the overwhelming amount of interference
from other users in a network. The two most common MAC
protocols used for ad-hoc networks are slotted ALOHA and
CSMA/CA. Besides, several MAC protocols have been pro-
posed for VANET safety applications [35]–[37]. In slotted
ALOHA, nodes that have a packet to send, access the channel
during a time slot with a transmission probability ρ ∈[0, 1]. In
contrary, in CSMA, before sending a packet, a node verifies
that whether the channel is free by listening to the channel.
Only if the channel is free, the node transmits the packet.
If the channel is busy, the node is forced to wait a random
back-off time before it can try again [38]. In this work, we
compare performance of spatial ALOHA and CSMA based
MAC protocols which has not been investigated in context of
V-VLC communication.

D. Intensity of Interfering PPP

The interference’s intensity λMAC typically depends on
the type of MAC that is being utilized. We compare the
performance of the proposed scenario between two cases:
slotted ALOHA with transmission probability, ρ ∈ [0,1] and
CSMA/CA with contention region with radius, δ ≥ 0.

● Slotted ALOHA: For slotted ALOHA MAC, time axis
is divided into slots and each transmitting vehicular node
accesses the channel independently at each time-slot with
a certain probability, ρ ∈ [0,1] on each road [39], [40].
This in turn leads to an independent thinning of the PPPs,
so that λMAC= ρλR. Here, λR denotes the intensity of
interfering vehicles on each road.

● CSMA: For a CSMA MAC, a vehicle is allowed to
transmit only if it has the lowest random timer within
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its contention region (sensing range). This implies that
(i) the intensity is a function of transmitter’s location as
other transmitting vehicles (interferers) in its contention
region are forced to keep silent when the desired vehicle
is active; (ii) the interference from the H- and V -roads
is not independent. When the desired vehicle is active
and transmitting at a distance, say R(=

√
D2 − h2), the

resulting intensity of the PPPs used to approximate the
PP of interferers can be expressed as [39]

λHMAC =
⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩

pA(x)λR if x < −R − δ, x > δ −R
0; otherwise,

(4)

λVMAC =
⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩

pA(y)λR if ∣∣y∣∣ >
√
δ2 −R2,

0; if ∣∣y∣∣ ≤
√
δ2 −R2,

(5)

In (4) and (5), pA(x) and pA(y) denotes the access probability
of interfering vehicle from H-road and V -road respectively.
The access probability (which is used to thin the original
process) is the probability that the given node has the smallest
random timer in the corresponding contention region [39]. For
CSMA MAC protocol, access probability is governed by [39,
Eq.12]. In next section, we briefly describe various perfor-
mance metrics such as outage probability, throughput, DOR
and IOR for all slotted ALOHA based network configurations.
Note that the closed form results using CSMA are hard to
obtain, consequently it can be evaluated numerically as in [39].

III. PERFORMANCE METRICS

A. Outage Probability

In this subsection, we characterize the performance of the
V-VLC in the presence of the aggregate interference and noise
variance, σ2 in terms of outage probability as a performance
metric using moment generating functional (MGF) approach.
In an interference limited channels, an outage occurs when the
SINR falls below a given SINR threshold, β [23]. Mathemat-
ically,

Pout,V LC(β) = P(SINR < β),

= P( S
I + σ2

< β) .
(6)

The desired electrical signal power S and interference I
can be formulated as

S =R2ZoPV LC ,

IVLC = ∑
xk∈φPPP

R2ZkPV LC . (7)

In above, PV LC and R denote the transmission power for
V-VLC and the responsivity of PD respectively. The electrical
SINR can be represented as:

SINR = 1
I

R2ZoPV LC
+ 1
α0

, (8)

where α0 = R
2ZoPV LC
σ2 . From [8], the outage probability for

V-VLC assuming that desired vehicle is transmitting can be
given as:

Pout,V LC(β) = P( I
R2ZoPV LC

+ 1

α0
> 1

β
). (9)

We define random variable W as

W = I
R2ZoPV LC

+ 1

α0
, (10)

Hence, Eq. (9) can be rewritten as

Pout,V LC(β) = P(W > β−1) = 1 −FW (β−1). (11)

In general, it is quite difficult to obtain a closed-form
solution for FW (β−1). Hence, we make use of numerical
inversion of Laplace transform to find CDF, FW (β−1). The
CDF of a random variable W is related to the Laplace
transform of FW (w) as

FW (w) = 1

2πj
∫

c+j∞

c−j∞
LFW (w) exp(sw)ds. (12)

where j denotes imaginary unit (
√
−1). The above integral can

be discretized to get a series using the trapezoid rule and then
the infinite series can be truncated to get a finite sum using the
Euler summation [41]. Also, LFW (w)(s) =

LW (s)
s

. Moreover,
(11) can be approximated as

Pout,V LC(β) ≈ 1 −
2−B exp(A

2
)

β−1

B

∑
b=0

(B
b
)
C+b

∑
c=0

(−1)c
Dc

Re{LW (s)
s

} .

(13)

where Dc = 2 (if c = 0) and Dc = 1 (if c = 1, 2, 3,..)
and s= (A+j2πc)

2β−1
. The estimation error is controlled by three

parameters A, B and C. Using the well established result given
in [41] and [42], in order to achieve an estimation accuracy
of 10−η (i.e., having the (η − 1)th decimal correct), A, B and
C have to be at least equal to ηln10, 1.243η-1, and 1.467η,
respectively. Setting A = 8ln10, B = 11, C = 14 achieves
stable numerical inversion with an estimation error of 10−8.

Using the definition of the Laplace transform of the proba-
bility distribution of a random variable,

LW (s) = EI [exp(−s( I
R2ZoPV LC

+ 1

α0
))] ,

= EI [exp(− s
α0

) exp(− sI
R2ZoPV LC

)] ,

= exp(− s
α0

)

×EφPPP
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
∏

x∈φPPP

exp(− sk′x2(m+1)

Zo(h2 + x2)(m+3)
)
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
.

(14)

Here k′:= ( (m+1)AR
2π

Ts(ψ)G(ψ))
2

. The expectation in
(14) can be solved using probability generating functional
Laplace (PGFL)1 defined for a homogeneous Poisson point

1The PGFL can be envisioned as an equivalent for point process of the
characteristic function (CF) or moment generating function (that provide an
alternative description of random variables). It enables to compute the Laplace
transform (LT) of random variables of the form F=∑Xi∈ΨPPP g(Xi). In
mathematical form, LT of such function can be given as:

L (s) = E[e−sF ] = E
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
exp(−s ∑

Xi∈Ψ
g(Xi))

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
= E

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
∏

Xi∈Ψ
e−sg(Xi)

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
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process [23, Th 4.9].

EφPPP
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
∏

x∈φPPP

exp(− sk′x2(m+1)

Zo(h2 + x2)(m+3)
)
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
=

exp [−λMAC ∫
−R

−∞

(1 − exp(− sk′x2(m+1)

Zo(h2 + x2)(m+3)
))dx] .

0 ≤ φk ≤ ΨFOV
(15)

The Eq. (15) can be determined numerically using standard
software tools like MATLAB or MATHEMATICA.

Assuming free space path loss propagation model, the inter-
ference experienced at RSU for RF based V2V communication
can be expressed as sum of RF power received from all the
interferers as

IRF = ∑
x∈ΦPPP

PRFGtGr`hx(h2 + x2)−α2 , (16)

where ` = c2

(4π)2f2
0

. In above expression, PRF , α, Gt and Gr
are the transmission power for V-RF, the path loss exponent,
the antenna gains for transmitter and receiver respectively
[43]. In order to calculate outage probability Pout,RF (ζ), it
is more convenient to express it as a function of probability
of successful transmission, Ps(ζ), where Pout,RF (ζ) can be
expressed as

Pout,RF (ζ) = 1 − Ps(ζ) (17)

The probability of successful transmission, Ps(ζ) can be
calculated as
Ps(ζ) = P(SINR > ζ),

= P(PRFGtGr`hxD
−α

IH + IV +N0
> ζ) ,

= EIH+IV [P(hx >
ζ

PRFGtGr`D−α
(IH + IV +N0))] ,

= exp(− ζN0

PRFGtGr`D−α
)

×EIH+IV [exp(− ζ(IH + IV )
PRFGtGr`D−α

)] ,

= LIH ( ζ

PRFGtGr`D−α
)

´¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¸¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¶
1st

LIV ( ζ

PRFGtGr`D−α
)

´¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¸¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¶
2nd

× exp(− ζσ2

PRFGtGr`D−α
)

´¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¸¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¶
3rd

.

(18)

where L (.), IH and IV denote the Laplace transform, the
interference from H-road and V-road respectively. Kindly note
that there are three factors in (18) which can be interpreted
as follows: the first and second factor represent the reduction
in probability of successful transmission taking into consid-
eration the impact of interference from the interferers from
H-road and V-road respectively; the third factor denotes the
probability of successful transmission for interference-free
scenario. For a one-dimensional PPP, the Laplace transform

of the aggregate interference originating from the interferers
can be given as

LIV (s) = E[exp(−sIRF )],

= E
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
∏
x∈φ

exp(−sPRFGtGr`hx(h2 + x2)−α2 )
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
,

(a)= Ex
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
∏
x∈φ

Ehx{exp(−sPRFGtGr`hx(h2 + x2)−α2 )}
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
,

= Ex
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
∏
x∈φ

1

1 + sPRFGtGr`(h2 + x2) −α2

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
,

(b)= exp(−2λMAC ∫
∞

0

1

1 + (h2 + x2)α2 /sPRFGtGr`
dx) ,

(19)

Here (a) holds due to independence of fading coefficients hx,
(b) uses the definition of PGFL for PPP.
Special Case: The step (b) can be further expressed in sim-
plified form by setting the path loss exponent, α = 2 as

E[exp(−sIRF )] = exp(−λMAC
π(sPRFGtGr`)√
h2 + sPRFGtGr`

) , (20)

Substituting s = ζ
PRFGtGr`D−α

yields the result as

LIV ( ζ

PRFGtGr`D−α
) = exp

⎛
⎝
−λMAC

πζDα

√
h2 + ζDα

⎞
⎠
. (21)

Corollary: When the height of RSU is very low, the step (b)
can also be expressed in alternative form as:

E[exp(−sIRF )] = exp(−2λMAC(sPRFGtGr`)
1
α
π

α
csc(π

α
)) ,

(22)
Substituting s = ζ

PRFGtGr`D−α
yields the result as

LIV ( ζ

PRFGtGr`D−α
) = exp(−2λMAC(ζ) 1

αD
π

α
csc(π

α
)) .

(23)

LIH (s = ζ
PRFGtGr`D−α

) =

exp ( − λMAC[∫
−R

−∞

1

1 + (h2 + x2)α2 /sζDα
dx+

∫
∞

0

1

1 + (h2 + x2)α2 /sζDα
dx]).

(24)

We now drive the expression for outage probability of
a hard-switching based hybrid V-VLC/V-RF network. Hard
switching based hybrid V-VLC/V-RF network considers only
single link to be operational. For simple receiver implemen-
tation, it is assumed that only one of the links is active at a
certain point. The outage probability of such hybrid network
configuration can given as2

Pout,hyb(β, ζ) ≥ Pout,V LC(β)Pout,RF (ζ). (25)

2Note that the equality holds when V-VLC and V-RF links are considered
to be independent.
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B. Throughput

From a system design perspective, the outage probability
can not be considered as sufficient metric to characterize
the performance, since a MAC that allows few concurrent
transmissions leads to high packet reception probabilities but
low throughput as well. Hence, to suitably compare the impact
of different MAC protocols, it is necessary to characterize the
throughput for the intersection scenario for different network
configuration. For the case with desired transmitter located at
xtx, the throughput for a specific network configuration with
system bandwidth, Bs and SINR threshold, β can be expressed
as [39]

T = pA(xtx)(1 − Pout) log2(1 + β)Bs. (26)

where pA(xtx) denotes the access probability of a transmit-
ter located at xtx [39].

C. Data Oriented Characterization: DOR and IOR

Many safety/warning related messages are so critical that
a large latency is intolerable especially during accident prone
scenarios. DOR and IOR can be of strong interest to vehicular
communication and can be used to compare the performances
of standalone V-VLC and V-RF based on offering high re-
liability as well as low latency. Any vehicular transmission
systems should be able to efficiently support the large amount
of data traffics with tolerable latency. As such, we make use
of a data-oriented metric, minimum transmission time (MTT)
which is defined as the minimum time duration required to
transmit a certain amount of data, H over a channel with
bandwidth, B. Then, the DOR can be defined as the probability
that MTT required for transmitting a certain amount of data
is greater than a predefined delay threshold duration [44].
Mathematically,

DORMAC = P(MTT > Tth), (27)

where Tth denotes the delay threshold duration and can be
related to the delay requirement of the data to be transmitted.
As a matter of fact, DOR may serve as an statistical measure
for the quality of service experienced by individual data
transmission for stringent delay requirement by a particular
network. Irrespective of multiple access scheme, the DOR for
small data transmission within a given coherence time can be
defined as

DORMAC = P(SINR < 2
H

BTth − 1). (28)

Apart from DOR analysis, the characterization of the
amount of data that can be successfully transmitted over a
specific spectral-temporal resource block also needs to be
taken into account for any vehicular transmission system. We
make use of another data oriented metric, maximum entropy
throughput (MET) which is defined as the maximum amount
of information that can be transmitted over a certain time
duration, T and system channel bandwidth B. Then, the IOR
can be defined as the probability that MET over a certain time
duration is less than a threshold entropy value, represented by
Hth [44]. Mathematically,

IORMAC = P(SINR < 2
Hth
BT − 1). (29)

TABLE I
V-VLC and V-RF system parameters

Parameter Symbol Value
Lambertian Order m 1
PD active detection area Ad 1 cm2

Half angle of PD’s field of
view (FOV)

ΨFOV 60○

LED semi-angle Φ 1
2

70○

Transmission power for V-
VLC

PV LC 36.5 dBm [45]

Transmission power for V-RF PRF 23 dBm [46]
Noise PSD in VLC σ2 10−22 W/Hz
Noise PSD in RF N0 -174 dBm/Hz
RF path loss exponent α 4
Absolute temperature Tk 298○ K
System Bandwidth Bs 20 MHz
Optical filter gain Ts(Ψk) 1
Refractive index n 1.5
Height of LED traffic light h 8 m
Access Probability ρ 0.01-0.9
Traffic Intensity λR 0.01

Fig. 5. Comparison of analytical (solid line) and simulation (dashed line)
results for outage probability, Pout versus distance for V-VLC links only
(blue), V-RF links only (red) and hybrid V-VLC/V-RF Links (green) with
slotted ALOHA protocol.

IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In this section, we present numerical results that substantiate
our theoretical findings. The system model parameters are
adopted in accordance with practical vehicular scenario and
listed in Table I. Specifically, we show the potential benefit of
standalone V-VLC/V-RF links or hybrid V-VLC/V-RF links.
In order to validate the accuracy of our theoretical findings,
Monte Carlo simulations are performed by averaging over
10,000 realizations of PPPs and fading channel parameters.
We consider a worst case scenario where interference from
interferers arise from infinite road segment (B = R1).

Fig. 5 gives comparison of outage performance for stan-
dalone V-VLC links, V-RF links and hybrid V-VLC/V-RF
links with slotted ALOHA protocol. We observe that when
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Fig. 6. Comparison of analytical (solid line) and simulation (dashed line)
results for outage probability, Pout versus distance for V-VLC link only
(blue), V-RF link only (red) and hybrid V-VLC/V-RF link (green) with CSMA
CA protocol.

desired transmitter’s location from RSU increases, the outage
probability increases. Also, the outage performance of stan-
dalone V-VLC links is comparatively better than standalone
V-RF for low communication range. For instance, when access
probability, ρ=0.01, the outage performance of standalone V-
VLC links is better compared to V-RF links when desired
transmitter’s location is upto 80 m. However, standalone V-RF
is reliable option for long distance communication. It can also
be noted that there exits limitation of standalone V-VLC over
V-RF when distance between the desired vehicle and RSU is
less than 5 m which comes at the cost of restricted receiver’s
FOV. We consider the lower bound of Eq. 25 for plotting
simulation results for outage probability associated with hybrid
V-VLC/V-RF network configuration. It is worth mentioning
here that irrespective of distance between the desired vehicle
and RSU, a hybrid V-VLC/V-RF links outperforms standalone
V-VLC or V-RF link as expected. Let us recall that hybrid
outage is a joint event of V-VLC and V-RF links wherein the
outage probability of hybrid V-VLC/V-RF will be less than the
outage probability associated with either standalone V-VLC
or V-RF links. However, this comes at the expense of extra
resources required during practical implementation of a hybrid
V-VLC/V-RF links.

We further study the performance gain achieved in proposed
scenario by using CSMA over slotted ALOHA. We set CSMA
contention radius, δ=10 m. Fig. 6 illustrates that for access
probability, ρ=0.01, the outage performance of standalone V-
VLC links is better compared to V-RF links when desired
transmitter’s location, R < 120 m. However, standalone V-
RF is reliable option when desired transmitter’s location, R
> 120 m. As before, hybrid V-VLC/V-RF links outperforms
standalone V-VLC and V-RF links. Interestingly, a low access
probability reduces the outage probability. For ease of valida-
tion and visualization, we plot outage probability, Pout as a
function of access probability, ρ as can be seen in Fig. 7 and
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(b) Outage probability, Pout and throughput, T as a function of access
probability, ρ for standalone V-VLC links, V-RF links and hybrid V-VLC/V-
RF links when distance between the desired vehicle and RSU, R is 150 m.

Fig. 7. Outage Probability, Pout and Throughput, T as a function of access
probability, ρ for slotted ALOHA case.

8.

We observe from Fig. 7 that for ALOHA case, with an
increase in access probability, ρ outage probability increases
due to the availability of more interferers. Also, the throughput
first increases (due to more active transmitters) with increase
in access probability and then decreases (due to extensive
amount of interference), leading to an optimal value of access
probability, ρ. Nevertheless, in order to ensure a certain quality
of service, one must also consider a guarantee on the outage
performance as well. With an outage probability below 20%
when distance between the desired vehicle and RSU, R = 50
m, the optimal value of access probability for standalone V-
VLC link, ρ=0.12, results in a throughput of about 60 Kbps as
can be seen in Fig. 7a. In addition, the outage performance of
standalone V-VLC is better than standalone V-RF. However,
increasing the distance, R, the opposite trend can be observed
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(b) Outage probability, Pout and throughput, T as a function of access
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Fig. 8. Outage Probability, Pout and Throughput, T as a function of access
probability, ρ for CSMA CA case.

in Fig. 7b. As expected, hybrid V-VLC/V-RF outperforms
standalone V-VLC or V-RF in terms of outage performance.
Kindly note that the throughput of hybrid V-VLC/V-RF system
depends on maximum throughput offered by either standalone
V-VLC or standalone V-RF system.

For CSMA (Fig. 8), large contention region (i.e., low
access probability) reduces the outage probability. Analogous
to ALOHA, the throughput first increases with increase in
access probability, ρ and then decreases. To ensure an outage
probability below 20% when distance between the desired
vehicle and RSU, R = 50 m, the optimal value of access
probability for standalone V-VLC links, ρ=0.25, results in a
throughput of about 100 Kbps. Hence, in this scenario, the
use of CSMA instead of ALOHA leads to more increase
in the throughput for the same transmitter location. It can
be inferred from above comparison that implementation of
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Fig. 9. Delay outage performance of V-VLC links only, V-RF links only
and hybrid V-VLC/V-RF links for ALOHA case for two different distance
between the desired vehicle and RSU.

hybrid V-VLC/V-RF links leads to considerable improvement
in throughput and outage probability improvement, compared
to scenarios utilizing either V-VLC links or V-RF links sepa-
rately.

Fig. 9 compares DOR performance comparison for stan-
dalone V-VLC links, V-RF links and hybrid V-VLC/V-RF links
with slotted ALOHA protocol. In particular, we plot DOR
of both strategies as function of the delay threshold, Tth for
different data amount H ∈{50 KB, 100 KB}. We can observe
that for both the choices of H , there exists complementary
behaviour in DOR performance of standalone V-VLC and V-
RF network depending on distance between the desired vehicle
and RSU, R. Specifically, with access probability, ρ = 0.01
and transmitter’s location, R=50 m, DOR performance of
standalone V-VLC is comparatively better than V-RF as can
be seen from Fig. 9a. The opposite is true when R is 150 m
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Fig. 10. Delay outage performance of V-VLC links only, V-RF links only and
hybrid V-VLC/V-RF links for CSMA case for two different distance between
the desired vehicle and RSU. Here, access probability, ρ is 0.01.

as shown in Fig. 9b. As before, we observe DOR performance
improvement by employing CSMA for both standalone V-VLC
as well as V-RF network as depicted in Fig.10. The reason is
as follows: DOR typically depends on SINR which is better for
proposed scenario with CSMA/CA (due to low interference).
It is interesting to note that for data traffic with stringent delay
requirement, hybrid V-VLC/V-RF ensures minimum delay in
transmitting given amount of information between the desired
vehicle and RSU as compared to standalone V-VLC or V-RF
network.

We now compare the IOR performance of standalone V-
VLC, V-RF and hybrid V-VLC/V-RF network configuration
for two different values on transmitter’s location, R ∈ {50
m, 150 m}. In Fig. 11 and 12, we plot IOR for all network
configuration with ALOHA and CSMA as a function of
threshold entropy, Hth for two different time duration, T ∈ {60
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Fig. 11. Information Outage Rate of V-VLC links only, V-RF links only and
hybrid V-VLC/V-RF links for slotted ALOHA case for two different distance
between the desired vehicle and RSU. Here, access probability, ρ is 0.01.

ms, 30 ms}. In particular, Fig. 11a shows that for a given IOR
performance with slotted ALOHA, standalone V-VLC links
is reliable option over standalone V-RF links when distance
between the desired vehicle and RSU, R is 50 m. However,
the complementary insights stands true when D is 150 m as
evident from Fig 11b.

In Fig. 12, we again observe the improvement in IOR
performance of all the network configuration by using CSMA
over ALOHA. The reason is as follows: IOR typically depends
on SINR which is better for proposed scenario with CSMA/CA
(due to low interference). Again, the performance of stan-
dalone V-VLC or V-RF link depends on distance between
legitimate vehicle and RSU, R as evident from Figs 12a
and 12b. It is worth mentioning that irrespective of distance,
R, hybrid V-VLC/V-RF system always guarantees maximum
amount of information flow between the desired vehicle and
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Fig. 12. Information Outage Rate of V-VLC links only, V-RF links only and hybrid V-VLC/V-RF links for CSMA case for two different distances between
the desired vehicle and RSU. Here, access probability, ρ is 0.01.

Distance, R Performance Metric Standalone
V-RF

Standalone
V-VLC

Hybrid V-
VLC/V-RF

Outage Probability F F F F F F
R<120 m Throughput F F F F F

(Short Range
Communication) Delay Outage Rate (DOR) F F F F F F

Information Outage Rate
(IOR) F F F F F F

Outage Probability F F F F F F
120 m<R< 500 m Throughput F F F F F

(Long Range
Communication) Delay Outage Rate (DOR) F F F F F F

Information Outage Rate
(IOR) F F F F F F

Rating criterion: F: Poor, F F: Average F F F: Good
Note that the same trend can be observed for slotted ALOHA based MAC protocol as well.

TABLE II
Performance of various network configurations with CSMA based MAC protocol. Here, access probability ρ is assumed to be 0.01.

RSU as compared to standalone V-VLC or V-RF network in
the given time duration.

The overall results can be best summarized in a tabular
form. Table II summarizes performance of various network
configurations with CSMA/CA based MAC protocol. The
same trend can be observed for slotted ALOHA based MAC
protocol as well.

V. CONCLUDING REMARKS

In this paper, we have shown the potential benefit of
employing hybrid V-VLC/V-RF over standalone V-VLC or
V-RF network configuration for BSMs dissemination at road
intersection ensuring high reliability and low latency. Depend-
ing on transmitter’s location, it is found that the standalone
V-VLC and V-RF exhibit complementary roles in terms of
outage probability, throughput, DOR and IOR. The presented
framework also show the limitation of standalone V-VLC
over V-RF communication when the distance between desired
vehicle and RSU is less than the critical distance defined for

V-VLC system. We have also found that hybrid V-VLC/V-RF
outperforms standalone V-VLC or V-RF network, thus serving
as a better alternative option to meet diverse application needs
for future intelligent transportation system. It is expected that
this comparative analysis may stimulate more innovations for
hybrid VLC/RF based vehicular networks.
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